
Sprint Handicap Testing  Zone: NOTES 

 

02/07/16 

3.35 Beverley: 5f, Class 4  

Master Bond – 18/1> 14/1 – UP, tailed off last 

Reasons: reapplied headgear / jockey booking (had won on him, not on for some time BUT,had won 

under a few other jocks) / trainer record at track/age restriction race type decent / belief that may 

handle going better than others / 7lb below last win. CD winner.  

Reflections: Not very good. Tailed off last. Burst out and travelled well up front for a couple of 

furlongs. I can’t think he was doing too much but he stopped very quickly. He came into this in 

woeful form with hope visor may work. It didn’t. All previous wins he has been well backed – all 

career wins 8/1 or shorter (3/6,5 places 4/1<) 1/17,6 places 9/2-8/1. Now 0/18, 2 places 17/2 or 

bigger. You would want to see some more signs of life before wanting to back him again, as well as 

some market support. In hindsight maybe the jockey booking wasn’t significant given others had 

won on him and just a case of who was available to ride.  

Winner: My Name Is Rio – was in my thinking pre-race as he stood out on geegeez instant expert 

and had become well enough handicapped – 4lb below last win. He was one of few to have winning 

form on soft. I was put off by the odds – well he was 8s, which given SP was value, but I thought I 

could make a case for one at bigger odds. He was also dropping into class 4 – the first time in 18 

runs, having contested C3s/2s. The race set up also helped – there appeared to be plenty of pace 

with first 4 all coming from behind. As a hold up horse, the pre race pace set up should have been 

marked up as a positive. Won carrying 9-12.  

Race Notes: Well given the front 4 came from way off the pace maybe the run of APRICOT SKY 

should be marked up. He was up there from the off and the only one near the front able to sustain 

any sort of run. The ground may also have not been ideal. Yet to win above C4 <6k. Now 0/14,0 

places C4 6k+ or above. Interestingly all wins when 8/1 or shorter also in flat handicaps. 0/14,1 place 

above this price SP. Now 0/9,0 places OR 81+ but ran off 77 LTO so still feasibly treated. Ran as if in 

form and maybe if getting an easier time near the front should be kept onside.  

 

*** 

 

 

 

 

 



03/07/16 

5.10 Ayr : 5f, Class 3  

Go Go Green – 12/1 > 12/1 - UP 

Reasons: solid recent record when dropping into this class. A recent run that caught the eye. On a 

mark to get competitive from. Jockey booking (in sense that usually rode other horse in race when 

that was due to win, maybe had choice) Race conditions looked fine, looked to handle going where 

appeared others may not. (proved false for winner)  

Reflections: Looked to come with a winning run entering into the final furlong- indeed did hit the 

front for a time. Faded late into final furlong and finished with a tame effort, jockey easing off really. 

He was a 10 year old veteran against younger legs. Trainer wasn’t exactly firing on all cylinders but 

then Goldie is a hard one to read really I think. The horse was 0/21 at track before the race, with 

some close places. Maybe he needs trying somewhere else!  

Winner: Inexes  11/2 – opposable on price to a point. I don’t think I will get to place on this journey 

where I back a horse under 8/1, esp when backing EW. He was unexposed going into this, his 5th run 

on the turf. He has placed on good to soft and I think I assumed wrongly he needed good to firm – 

inconclusive. He was a sprinter in form. Won two starts before, before running a credible 3rd NTO. 

Had only gone up 2lb for the win. No real excuse to eye for the 3rd/not winning – but that is sprinting 

maybe. A game of fine margins and for an unexposed horse – when in form, should be carefully 

considered. Won a shade cosily this day, still progressing. Was held up out that back any appears to 

have benefited from decent pace. His win before came from racing more handily so is clearly 

versatile, pace/running style wise. Was wearing Cheekpieces for only second time, not on previous 2 

runs. Maybe needs different things going on to keep mind on job – headgear, track pace or come 

through horses etc.  

Race Notes: Quite a few in here catch the eye for one reason or another. Inexes – from watching 

video a few time, with eyes on one horse each time, I am unsure whether this was a blistering pace. 

Only one front runner who faded, always tracked by Vallarta – who stayed there in second. Inexes 

came from further back and swopped around wide, so could be marked up further. In My Place – 

came here looking for the hat-trick and was arguably unlucky not to get closer. He looks a tricky ride 

but the jockey had to sit and suffer a bit to my eye – or was unable to hit ‘go’ when he wanted.  He 

was also hampered closer to the line. He is now 0/5, 1 place on good to soft, and maybe wants it a 

bit firmer. His win before was at Carlisle – so a stiff finish holds no fear and may bring in stamina 

more. To my eye looked a bit keen early also –and may benefit from a large field cavalry charge. 

Wears headgear/noseband so maybe a thinker, but he isn’t done with winning yet this season you 

feel. Blue Sonic – eye catching – he is in my tracker as a C6 horse (3/9,5 places C6, 0/11,2 places 

above) But, this may indicate C5 is within reach and/or in form. He ran again after this and did 

nothing, maybe too soft, unsure. Interested when dropping into C6 again. This run – well he came 

late up against the rail, having been held up out the back. He was in the wrong place as it turned out, 

and had to wait for a run up the rail, but did pick up when in the clear. Interesting in weeks ahead as 

he may pop up. 3/3 with Tudhope on.  

 



*** 

04/07/16  

7.35 Windsor: 5f, Class 3 

Long Awaited – 33/1>33/1 – 4th 

Reasons: well handicapped / distance move- drop in trip / ran in claimer LTO- looked ‘interesting’ / 

jockey booking – jockey rode horse for last, trainer / pace of race – liking for a big field, suit running 

style / back class-ability.  

Reflections: I think he out-ran his odds, coming 4th, one place out the money, ½ length behind 3rd. 

The 3 in front of him were drawn 12, 10,14. He was drawn 5 and did best of those low- so, maybe 

can be marked up on that front. Possible track/ground bias. At once stage he looked like being right 

in the mix and annoying just missed out on a place. He clearly struggles to win but this jockey gets on 

with him and I think this trainer may get his head in-front again.  

Winner: Bashiba – tipped by Mr Priestley – I did look at him – and I suppose at the time was 

restricting myself to 1 tip in the race- and I will always go for the 33/1 shot if I can make a case, over 

the 10/1 shot – the solution is to back both. It was the jockey booking that caught my eye- Atzeni. He 

had never ridden the horse and you don’t associate him with this trainer. The horse- well he was in 

form – a sprinter in form again – he had 3 previous runs, two of which he went fairly close, the 

penultimate run he was badly bumped. He had yet to win at the class but had only run in C3 once, 

and had placed. The form of some of recent runs was ok also.  

Race Notes: Not too much to take from this. A bit of a blanket finish with those doing best coming 

up the middle/wider. So, the run of Long Awaited could be marked up on that basis. Foxtrot Knight, 

for Ruth Car, is maybe the one to take out. Only beaten a Head behind the winner. He had to come 

wider around his outside, covering more ground than the winner who essentially went in a straighter 

line. That may have made the difference and if you switched their positions in the race, I suspect the 

result would be reversed. He has only had 17 flat turf runs, winning twice. I don’t think there are any 

race conditions where you could rule this one out in a race as such. Wins at Class 4 but now gone 

very close in a C3, won on good to soft-good to firm, wins at 5f, placed over 6f. Interesting where he 

lines up next – he may not be much of a price, but should provide context attacking the race.  

*** 

 

 

 

 

 

 



05/07/16 

3.40 Pontefract: 6f, Class 3  

Fendale – 20/1> 10/1  

Compton Park – 12/1>14/1  

Reasons: Fendale – unexposed/dropped in handicap/need for sound surface/focus on one run back 

end previous season, suggested some ability/reasons to come on for first run/last season pattern-

ran well second start last season/ trainer form track/jockey solid enough / well drawn 

Compton Park – signs of return to form LTO, previous CD winner, winner at class and from 12lb 

higher mark in past. Clearly had problems but everything looked set for decent run.  

Reflections: Ultimately a poor display from both. Fendale scrubbed along early and never really 

looked happy. Maybe unimpressed with the undulations/track configuration. Unsure. Was beaten 

just under 5 lengths, 6/13. Won first two starts of life but yet to add to them. Am sure they will find 

the key at some point but hard to enthuse too much about last run – unless a plan. Was some 

money. Compton Park – travelled well into it I thought, before fading/showing little. Very 

disappointing effort all things considered. Maybe just unpredictable now and one not to trust. 

Neither trainer was in hot form going into this. Instinct pre race was to leave, as looked to be open, 

plenty unexposed/in form etc 

Winner: Johnny Cavagin – this one came here in form, having finished 2nd at Donny over 7f- slow 

start, troubled run at times. He came here off 83, 1lb above his highest mark on the 33rd flat run of 

his life. He was a big field CD winner last season. He was 0/8, 0 places in C3 before this run and I 

think it is on that basis that I probably crossed him off. In fact he was 2/4, 2 places over CD before 

this run. Now 3/5, 3 places. This was the lowest mark he had run in a C3 from. Recent form, and any 

CD form – is maybe something to give more prominence to , when possible doubts over Class – and 

also look for reasons why they may not have performed at the class previously. Maybe important 

never to dismiss one horse on just one factor alone – I did that with him.  

Race Notes: Johnny Cavagin was in a good spot, on inside rail and just off the pace. A blanket finish. 

A remarkable run from Chaplin Bay in second really – he was out the back really, much further back 

than the winner for duration of race, had to be switched all the way around on the outside and came 

with a steaming run up the outside. He has covered plenty more ground than the winner and given 

him track/race position. It is possible he couldn’t go the pace to get a better position, or impact of 

draw. He has been tried at all trips, coming a neck second over 7f before this race. Maybe he needs 

even more of a cavalry charge over this trip, galloping straight track/and or seven stiffer finish – 

Hamilton maybe. One to keep onside. Likewise Zebedaios ran well and had to come wide, not 

beaten far. Ballymore Castle ran his best race for sometime and caught the eye, coming home well 

to finish 5th, beaten 2.6 lengths. Stone last for most of the way- he had a bad draw, didn’t have the 

pace/start to get a good position and was just sat out the back – ridden intermittently. He then flew 

up the home straight against the rail. He looks one to keep onside on his next three starts for sure. 

May even step him back up to 7f. Headgear looks to have worked this time.  

 



*** 

 


